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Our Best
Selling PVC
Cart!

Carts are designed to make
work easier, and with
Medline’s outstanding cart
collection, it’s easier than
ever to find the right cart
for every job.

Helpful Hints in
Choosing a Cart
Size
The biggest cart isn’t always the
best. And what works for one
department doesn’t necessarily
mean it will for another. Too big or
too small can slow you down. So
take a moment to analyze what
you will be using the cart for and
the size of materials you will be
carrying.

Material
We offer Wire, PVC, Plastic and
Metal-made carts. When determining the use, be sure to consider what material the cart is made
of. Wire or PVC work better for
linen, whereas plastic is better for
housekeeping.

The Right Cart for Every Job!
Mini-Cart is Built for Versatility

Features
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Many of our carts offer features
that will help make your jobs
easier and more efficient.
If you have any questions
about what cart is right for
your specific need, please
don’t hesitate to call.
We are here to help.

Vertical
Ergonomic
Handles for Easy
Maneuvering

Threaded
Casters for
Additional
Sturdiness

Great for smaller spaces! This easypush three shelf cart measures 33" L x
51.5" H x 20" D (with handles and
casters). Each shelf measures 20" x 25"
and supports up to 75 lbs., 12" space
between shelves. Shown with green
mesh cover. See page 3 for color
choices.
Mini-Cart PVCM3253C

Call-to - Order 1-800-MEDLINE

Take a look and you will see why our PVC Carts are

BETTER

and

Our products feature 11⁄4" outer
diameter, with Schedule 40 walls,
that make it the thickest and
strongest in the market, being
resistant against reasonable
impacts.
Additionally, you will have threaded
casters in all our products (tightened with screws, not just hammered), to avoid falling off while
in use.

STRONGER

than our Competitors’

All Medline’s PVC Products
have this unique double-walled
reinforced design to add additional safety to stress-related areas.
Schedule 40 (1") PVC pipe is
reinforcing the base of the teefitting and the 4-way fitting
from top to bottom. This 1" pipe is
bonded into Schedule 40 (11⁄4")
PVC pipe for additional support
to fittings.

Schedule 40 (11⁄4”)
Schedule 40 (1”) PVC Pipe

PVC Pipe

Schedule 40 (11⁄4”)
PVC Pipe
Schedule 40 (1”) PVC Pipe

Schedule 40 (11⁄4”) 4-way
Tee-Fitting
Schedule 40 (11⁄4”)
PVC Pipe

Schedule 40 (11⁄4”)
Pipe Cap
Caster

Pick a Color
Choose from a Spectrum of
Cheerful, Attractive Color Choices
for our Cart Covers
Solid Vinyl

Mauve

Mint

Light
Blue

White

Yellow
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2-Shelf Cart

Red

Handy Two-Shelf Cart
Don’t let its compact size fool you—our two-shelf cart
supports 75 lbs. per shelf. Cart measures 40" L x 37"
H x 20" D including handles and casters. 12" of space
between shelves. Shown with mauve mesh cover. See
right for color choices.
Two-Shelf Cart PVCM3322C

Royal
Blue

Gray

Forest
Green

Black

Almond

Mesh

Mauve

Royal
Blue

White

Teal

Forest
Green

Light Blue

Yellow

Gray

Red

Black

A.
See Page 3 for
Cart Color
choices!
B.

D.

C.

E.

A. This Cart has Shelves That Support up
to 125 lbs each!

D. Not too Big and Not too Small,
This Cart Covers Everything In-Between

Holds plenty of supplies, yet very easy to move! Overall
size: 52.75"L x 65"H x 20"D (with handles and casters).
Each shelf is 20" x 45", 16" of storage space between
shelves. See page 3 for cover color choices.

This comfortable, easy to maneuver mid-size cart comes with four
20"x 32" shelves, each shelf with a capacity of 100 lbs. Total height
w/casters 65.5", length w/handles 42", width 20". Comes with 3" heavy
duty casters.
Mid-size 4-shelf cart PVCM3324C

Three-Shelf Cart PVCM3453C
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B. Our Super Jumbo Cart is the Most
Spacious PVC Cart
If you need more space, you should look at this cart with
four 20" x 50" shelves, carrying capacity per shelf 150
lbs. 58"L x 77 H" including handles and casters. Five
inch heavy duty casters, 2 locking.

E. Our Best Seller In a Smaller Version!
If space is an issue, try our Mini-Size cart. All the features of our
larger version in a reduced size. Shelves are 20" x 32", 42" in
length w/handles , 51.25" high w/casters, and just 20" in width.
Capacity per shelf is 100 lbs.

Mini Cart with cover PVCM3323C

Super Jumbo Cart PVCM3504C

C. Jumbo Cart is Easy To Maneuver—
Sturdy Enough to Hold 525 lbs.
Three 24" x 50" shelves with a carrying cap of
175 lbs per shelf. Length w/handles 58", Height
w/casters 65", width 24". This cart comes with
5" heavy duty casters.

Jumbo Linen Cart PVCM350243C

Call-to-Order 1-800-Medline

F. This Nylon Covered Cart Protects Linens
from Airborne Dust and Dirt
Has a weight capacity of 200 lbs and an all stainless steel construction for easy cleaning. The nylon cover protects linens from
airborne dust and dirt, while at the same time allowing for easy
accessibility to the contents of the cart. Standard leg and handle
bumpers protect cart, walls and doorways from damage.
16"W x 27"L x 46"H.

Shelf with Cover LKS332
Shelf without Cover LKS333

F.

G.

G. Loads of Laundry to Distribute?
Try This Combo Cart!
Ideal cart to carry clothes for 3 or more people,
also adaptable for innumerable uses. Durable, cleanable,
pushable and extremely usable! With four 20" x 25"
shelves, a carrying capacity of 75 lbs per shelf. 58"L x
65"H x 20"W, including casters and handle. Height
between shelves is 14.5". Heavy duty casters, 2 locking.

Combo cart PVCM380CC including cover:

H.
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H. Distribute Laundry and Smaller Items
at the Same Time!
This Combo distribution cart is great when you need to distribute
smaller objects like personal belongings or medications, and at the
same time need to carry laundry items. This cart has a total length
of 50.5" w/handles, height w/casters 65", width 21.5". The shelves are
20" x 25" and the bins’ size is 20"D x 15"L x 5"H. Includes 8 bins
and the cover.

Distribution Combo Cart PVCM3708

Call-to-Order 1-800-633-5463

This One’s a Work Horse: Our
New Bulk Delivery Truck
Load it up, then move it out! This rugged
truck is ideal for transporting bulk materials
like soiled linens. Convenient front cutout
facilitates easy loading and unloading. With
a powder-coated welded steel base for
strength and large 6" rubber casters with
thread guards. Available in a range of
capacities to meet your needs. Colors:
orange, burnt orange, honey gold, bright
lemon, lime green, jade green, forest green,
royal blue, powder blue, cadet blue, wine,
purple, black, silver tray, natural white,
chocolate brown, pink or red.

Great for
linens!

33 Bushel Truck 28.5” x 41”x 51”
CTNM7040
36 Bushel Truck 28.5 “ x 48”x 47”
CTNM7070
48 Bushel Truck 28.5 “ x 47”x 59”
CTNM7090
63.5 Bushel Truck 30.5 “ x 60”x 60”
CTNM7095
Spring Platform Lift available, contact
your Medline Representative.

The BEST Cart on the Market!
Aluminum Linen Carts for Heavy Duty Service
The options are endless. Extremely popular, closed type anodized aluminum carriers. In the patient or guest area and/or over the road, this cart
will perform for decades. Standard features include: Recessed handles on
both sides, perimeter bumpers, adjustable shelves, standard 6" wheels and
casters. Additional shelves available. Cart is sealed with a flexible vinyl
cover. Choose from the colors listed below and Velcro or zipper closures.
2,000 lb capacity. One year manufacturer defect warranty.
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24"W
24"W
24"W
30"W
30"W
30"W

Dark Blue

x
x
x
x
x
x

35"L
48"L
66"L
60"L
66"L
66"L

x
x
x
x
x
x

51"H
60"H
60"H
60"H
60"H
78"H

TECL661
TECL662
TECL665
TECL666
TECL667
TECL708

Slate Blue

Beige/Tan

Call-to-Order 1-800-MEDLINE

Mauve

This Truck is HEAVY Duty!
This truck is made specifically for use in health care facilities.
Made of extra heavy-duty white canvas or yellow Glosstex.
This cart has heavyweight fabric handles on each end for pushing and
pulling. Split leather reinforcement strips around the base
and top rim.

10 Bushel
12 Bushel
14 Bushel

36 x 24 x 25
36 x 26 x 27
40 x 28 x 27

CRD4070010
CRD4070012
CRD4070014

Extra
Heavy-Duty

Our Large Capacity Laundry Cart Holds
41⁄2 Bushels

Large Laundry cart

...and that means fewer trips for your housekeeping staff! The big, heavyduty basket measures 33" x 19" x 15-3/4 deep and features a thick, aircushion security bumper. Built tough, with an all-welded, 7/8" round tubular steel base (27-1/4" x 16" x 15-3/4" high) for years of use. Includes
smooth-rolling 4" mega-casters. Need even more carrying power? Our
deluxe model features a functional double pole rack--ideal for neatly
hanging and transporting freshly cleaned garments. Total unit height 75".

Large Capacity Laundry Cart RBW200F
Cart with Double Pole Rack RBW200F56

Ultra-Heavy Duty Garment Rack

Garment Rack

Great for hauling loads of garments! This chrome plated 6' single
portable garment rack is made of 1” heavy gauge
steel tubing. Comes complete with gray 5” casters.

60”x 27” x 67” High. Garment Rack RBW715

Double Pole rack
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Our Linen Carts are Built for the Long Haul!
Linen carts include 4 posts, 4 wire shelves, plastic shelf clips,
side and back enclosures and 5" non-marking, polyurethane
stem casters with donut bumpers (2 swivel, 2 swivel/brake).
1200 pound weight capacity. Cart is 69" tall. See page 10
for cart covers.

24 x 36
24 x 48
24 x 60

MDRTL2436C
MDRTL2448C
MDRTL2460C

Caster includes donut
bumpers

Featuring our
NEW
Townline Wire
TownLine Shelving Unit Kits May be Used Alone
or Combined with Additional Shelves and Posts
Sturdy and economical, these chrome units come with four
posts and post levelers, four shelves and plastic shelf clips.
Add casters for mobility or S-hooks, shelves and additional
posts for more storage. Make it mobile simply by adding casters.
MDRM18366C 18"W x 36"L x 64"D
MDRM18486C 18"W x 48"L x 64"D
MDRM18606C 18"W x 60"L x 64"D
MDRM24366C 24"W x 36"L x 64"D
MDRM24486C 24"W x 48"L x 64"D

Create Your Own Custom Storage Unit
With TownLine Shelves, Hooks and Posts
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These chrome-finished components work together to create
exactly the size shelving unit or cart you need. Wire
Shelves. 2 per pack. Includes shelf clips. Compatible with
townline wire products.
MDRM1830S
18"W x 30"L
2/pk
MDRM1836S
18"W x 36"L
2/pk
MDRM1842S
18"W x 42"L
2/pk
MDRM1848S
18"W x 48"L
2/pk
MDRM1860S
18"W x 60"L
2/pk
MDRM1872S
18"W x 72"L
2/pk
MDRM2430S
24"W x 30"L
2/pk
MDRM2436S
24"W x 36"L
2/pk
MDRM2442S
24"W x 42"L
2/pk
MDRM2448S
24"W x 48"L
2/pk
MDRM2454S
24"W x 54"L
2/pk
MDRM2460S
24"W x 60"L
2/pk
MDRM2472S
24"W x 72"L
2/pk

Add Shelves to Any Unit with S-Hooks
Use two hooks for each additional wire shelf; three for widespan shelves over 36". Use in the corners to create an L-shaped
unit, on the back edge for back-to-back units, or on the ends
to make one continuous unit.
MDRMSH
Chrome S Hooks 4/pk

Turn Shelving Units Into Carts by
Adding Casters
Non-marking 5" polyethylene wheels are threaded to fit easily
into the bottom of posts. Includes gray donut bumper. Only to
compatible with townline wire products.
MDRMSSC
Swivel Casters
2/pk
MDRMSSCB
5" Swivel
2/pk
Brake Casters

Shelf Clips. Interlocking plastic
clips attach shelves to posts.
Compatible with townline wire
products.
MDRMBPSC
Black Plastic
Shelf Clips
4/pk,

Can’t Find the Shelving Unit Size you Need?
Build Your Own
1. Select the size shelf you need
2. Select the size post you need
3. Add casters

Enclosure Panels Keep Contents Safe
and Secure
There chrome-finish panels keep the contents of your
storage unit intact. Compatible with TownLine Wire
products only.
MDRM1854E
18" x 54"
18" x 63"
MDRM1863E
MDRM1872E
18" x 72"
24" x 54"
MDRM2454E
MDRM2463E
24" x 63"
MDRM2472E
24" x 72"

Solid Galvanized Steel Shelf
Our 18-gauge solid galvanized steel shelves are a cost
effective alternative to stainless steel. Use one or more
on a shelving unit – can be combined with other
shelves we carry on a unit. Plastic shelf clips are
included.
MDREG1836G
MDREG1848G
MDREG1860G
MDREG2436G
MDREG2448G
MDREG2460G

18
18
18
24
24
24

X
X
X
X
X
X

36
48
60
36
48
60

TownLine Wire Posts are Made of
Superior Strength Steel Tubing for
Added Durability
These posts have easily adjustable leveling bolds
to help compensate for uneven floors. They are
1” in diameter and are marked for easy installation. 4 per package. Compatible with TownLine
Wire product only.
MDRM34P
MDRM54P
MDRM64P
MDRM72P

34"
54"
64"
72"

Posts
Posts
Posts
Posts

Use the handy reference to help you determine the number of
Enclosure Panels you need. Remember to note your width and
depth of your shelves, and then follow the chart to identify the
panels you need to order. For 3-sided enclosures you will need to
order for the back and for both sides. These are not compatible
with solid shelves.
Size
54" Post Height 63" post height 72" post height
Panels Required Panels Required Panels Required
18
(1) MDRT1854E (1) MDRT1863E (1) MDRT1872E
21*
(1) MDRT1854E (1) MDRT1863E (1) MDRT1872E
*Due to the available widths of enclosure panels 4" will
not be enclosed
24
(1) MDRT2454E (1) MDRT2463E (1) MDRT2472E
30*
(1) MDRT2454E (1) MDRT2463E (1) MDRT2472E
*Due to the available widths of enclosure panels 6" will
not be enclosed
36
(2) MDRT1854E (2) MDRT1863E (2) MDRT1872E
42
(1) MDRT1854E (1) MDRT1863E (1) MDRT1872E
(1) MDRT2454E (1) MDRT2463E (1) MDRT2472E
48
(2) MDRT2454E (2) MDRT2463E (2) MDRT2472E
54*
(2) MDRT1854E (2) MDRT1863E (2) MDRT1872E
(1) MDRT2454E (1) MDRT2463E (1) MDRT2472E
*Due to the available widths of enclosure panels 6" will
we overlapping
(2) MDRT2454E (2) MDRT2463E (2) MDRT2472E
60*
(1) MDRT1854E (1) MDRT1863E (1) MDRT1872E
*Due to the available widths of enclosure panels 6" will
be overlapping
(3) MDRT2454E (3) MDRT2463E (3) MDRT2472E
72

Call-to - Order 1-800-633-5463
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Keep Items from Falling off With Our
Shelf Ledge
Protect your valuable inventory. These ledges snap
onto perimeter of shelf creating a 4” high retaining
edge. Chrome finish. Compatible with TownLine wire
products only.
MDRM418L
Side Ledge 18" x 4"
MDRM424L
Side Ledge 24" x 4"
MDRM430L
Back Ledge 30" x 4"
MDRM436L
Back Ledge 36" x 4"
MDRM442L
Back Ledge 42" x 4"
MDRM448L
Back Ledge 48" x 4"
MDRM460L
Back Ledge 60" x 4"
MDRM472L
Back Ledge 72" x 4"
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TownLine Shelf Dividers Keep
Inventory Organized
Shelf dividers let you create sections on a single shelf
allowing for better organization which allows for better
time management and inturns saves you money.
MDRM718D
18" x 72" Divider
MDRM724D
24" x 72" Divider

Covers Help Keep Tools, Supplies and
Linens Clean and Dust-Free
These nylon covers provide an extra measure of protection,
and they keep stored linens fresh. Constructed of tear-resistant 400 denier nylon. Available with Velcro or zippered closure. *State closure and nylon color when ordering.
Closures: Velcro, or Zipper Colors: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow,
and White. Custom colors and sizes available. Call your
Medline Representative for quote.
MDRCC184272 18X42X72
MDRCC183663 18X36X63
MDRCC183674 18X36X74
MDRCC184854 18X48X54
MDRCC184863 18X48X63
MDRCC184874 18X48X74
MDRCC186054 18X60X54
MDRCC186063 18X60X63
MDRCC186074 18X60X74
MDRCC187263 18X72X63
MDRCC187274 18X72X74
MDRCC213663 21X36X63
MDRCC214263 21X42X63
MDRCC214854 21X48X54
MDRCC214863 21X48X63
MDRCC214874 21X48X74
MDRCC216054 21X60X54
MDRCC216063 21X60X63
MDRCC216074 21X60X74
MDRCC217263 21X72X63
MDRCC217274 21X72X74
MDRCC243663 24X36X63
MDRCC243674 24X36X74
MDRCC244854 24X48X54
MDRCC244863 24X48X63
MDRCC244874 24X48X74
MDRCC246054 24X60X54
MDRCC246063 24X60X63
MDRCC246074 24X60X74
MDRCC247263 24X72X63
MDRCC247274 24X72X74

Call-to-Order 1-800-MEDLINE

Keep Everything Organized with Our Wire
Mail Cart
This cart comes complete with 2 removable baskets, adjustable
hanging file folders, guide rails for use with legal or letter size folders and non-marking casters. Holds 80-120 legal folders. The
lightweight 7/8" tube construction makes for easy mobility.
4" swivel casters. Chrome plated.
MDRLS2 19"W x 27"L x 38"H.

This Dolly is Tough and QUIET!
The familiar sound of a BRUTE® container and dolly rolling
through facilities has been an industry standard for over 30
years; however, in some environments, noise from conventional dollies is unacceptable to clients and staff. We’re
happy to introduce you to the BRUTE Quiet Dolly. The dolly
features precision engineering for a quiet operation. This
engineering eliminates 88% of traditional dolly noise across
both smooth and uneven surfaces. This means you won’t
disrupt patients or residents if you clean at night! It has nonmarking blue casters that make it easily identifiable.
RUB264043 Quiet Dolly

New!

Keep Everything Close at Hand with Our
Rim Caddy!
Snap-on tabs keep caddy and accessories in place even
when removing liner. The caddy has plenty of places for
sponges, dust pans, brushes, liner rolls and whatever else
you can imagine. Fits a 44 gallon rim.
RUB9W87 Rim Caddy

Strong and Stable Round Trash Containers
These rugged trash containers are built for performance, from
the double-ribbed base (for added stability) to the reinforced
rim (for extra durability). Seamless, all plastic construction
eliminates peeling, chipping and rusting. With built-in handles
for easy lifting and dragging. Snap-on lid contains germs and
odors. Available in a range of sizes. (Gray, white and yellow
models are approved for food contact use and are poultry
equipment group listed.)

RUB2610
RUB2620
RUB2632
RUB2643
RUB2640Z

10 gallon w/out lid
20 gallon w/out lid
32 gallon w/out lid
44 gallon w/out lid
Dolly for 2620, 2632 &
2643, 2 ea/cs
Call us for information on the lids for these containers.

Call-to - Order 1-800-MEDLINE
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Townline Wire Cart — A Necessity for Any Facility!
The utility cart consists of 2 one-piece “U” shaped chrome handles,
3 shelves, plastic clips, and 3” heavy duty swivel casters with donut bumpers.
Mobile load capacity: 500 lbs. Overall height is 38”.

Size
W”x L”
18 x 30
18 x 36
21 x 36

Chrome
Model No.
MDR18303C
MDR18363C
MDR21363C

300 lb
capacity!
Stainless Steel/Rubber Carts
Utility Cart 3-Shelf weight capacity
300 lbs. All stainless steel construction
for easy sanitation. 16"W x 275⁄8"L x 33⁄8"H,
4" casters.
300 lb capacity Cart LKS311
Rubbermaid Utility Cart, with 4" swivel
casters, easy-to-clean smooth surfaces,
quite casters help eliminate noise, convenient handle on each end. 16" W x
31"L x 36 "H, 200 lb capacity, 3 shelves.
Utility Cart RUB342488
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Folding Cart — For a Variety of Uses!
The folding utility cart is versatile enough for applications such as mail
delivery, patient records transport and laboratory materials transport. The
metal frame is designed for easy assembly and folds for storage. Includes
4-3" hard rubber casters.
Folding Utility Cart MDR51233
6" Basket MDR51206
12" Basket MDR51212
Wire baskets need to be ordered separately. Please choose 2 baskets.

Call-to - Order 1-800-633-5463

A Revolutionary NEW Cart for
Efficient Cleaning!
The AkroClean Compact Cleaning Cart’s
innovative design boosts your cleaning efficiency. Ideal for hospital or nursing home
use, the cart’s compact size and contoured
shape is highly maneuverable in tight spaces,
and it transports all your supplies in one trip.
Experience a revolution in your cleaning productivity with the AkroClean Compact
Cleaning Cart (accessories not included).
40 13/16" x 23" w x 39" H.
AkroClean™ Janitorial Compact Cart
AKM30945

Compact!

Well-Designed Cart Makes the
Job Go Faster
…That’s why you will prefer the AkroClean™
cart. Six wheels keep supplies always in
balance, and it’s outfitted with multiple
storage hooks and handles. The detachable
front platform neatly holds a mop bucket,
while the removable rear shelves keep
cleaning supplies organized. The waste
container is thoughtfully placed in the cart’s
center (out from under your janitor’s nose!).
Handy door makes waste removal a cinch.
AkroClean™ Janitorial Cart
AKM30955
AkroClean™ Additional Shelf
AKM30955SHELF

This Rubbermaid Cleaning Cart
Neatly Holds Equipment!
This Rubbermaid cleaning cart neatly holds
tools, handled equipment, a dustpan, broom,
two floor signs—and there’s even a holder for
a mop handle. Sturdily constructed to withstand tough daily use, with a built-in bumper
to protect walls and furniture. Resists corrosion from harsh cleaning chemicals.
Cleaning Cart RUB6173
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Don’t want to leave supplies out in the open?
Our optional locking cabinet stores them
securely out of sight (fits RUB6173).
RUB6181
Replacement Yellow Bag

Optional Locking
Cabinet

Call-to-Order 1-800-MEDLINE

Three Drawer

Five Drawer

MPH01WML3

MPH01WML5
Dimensions

Dimensions
(includes casters, bumper and top)
Overall ....30"W x 21"D x 36.2"H
Drawers
(1) 22.37"W x 16.46"D x 3.69"H
(2-3)22.37"W x 16.46"D x 9.09"H

(includes casters, bumper and top)
Overall........30"W x 21"D x 36"H
Drawers
(1) ................22"W x 16"D x 4"H
(2-4) ............22"W x 16"D x 3"H
(5) ................22"W x 16"D x 9"H

Four Drawer

Six Drawer

MPH01WML4

MPH01WML6

Dimensions

Dimensions
(includes casters, bumper and top)

(includes casters, bumper and top)
Overall........30"W x 21"D x 36"H
Drawers
(1) ................22"W x 16"D x 4"H
(2) ................22"W x 16"D x 3"H
(3) ................22"W x 16"D x 6"H
(4) ................22"W x 16"D x 9"H

Overall........30"W x 21"D x 43"H
Drawers
(1) ................22"W x 16"D x 4"H
(2-4) ............22"W x 16"D x 3"H
(5) ................22"W x 16"D x 6"H
(6) ................22"W x 16"D x 9"H

Order Orange
to signify
Latex Free

Eight Drawer
MPH01WML8 Dimensions
(includes casters, bumper and top)

Please specify a color choice on these carts as
well as your choice of a key or breakaway lock
Drawers:

Overall........30"W x 21"D x 43"H
Drawers
(1) ................22"W x 16"D x 4"H
(2-7) ............22"W x 16"D x 3"H
(8) ................22"W x 16"D x 6"H

Shell color options: Red, Electric Blue or Light Gray

Call-to-Order 1-800-MEDLINE

It’s Not Just a Cart
It’s a Platform for Change!

Latest
Technology!

This Cart Helps Improve Productivity by Simplifying Workflow
The Rubbermaid Mobile Computing Station was designed to optimize patient
care. This is a comprehensive eMAR (electronic Medical Administration
Records) delivery solution, and the only medication delivery solution that offers
the optimal combination of user-friendly features. It has keyless, cardless medication access, medication drawers, large supported work surface as well as convenient bar code scanner placement. It is compact and ergonomically designed
and will help to improve your facilities compliance with JCAHO guidelines.
RUB9M08
Mobile Computing Station
RUB9M09
Mobile Medication Station
Specify 2, 5 or 8 drawer configuration
*Please note these carts do not come fully integrated. Integration
(bar code wand and computer) is optional.
**The side cart is an additional accessory.
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Nine Drawer
MPH01WML9
The Pediatric Cart has the same features as
our tall carts (43") and is designed with nine
cheerful color-coded drawers to brighten any
pediatric department. Dimensions
(includes casters, bumper and top)
Overall........30"W x 21"D x 43"H
Drawers
(1) ................22"W x 16”D x 4"H
(2-9) ............22"W x 16"D x 3"H

Medline
Carts
This Cart is Unrivaled in
Simplicity, Accessibility and
Visibility!

A simple press of the “open” button
shears the seal for the doors to open
which reveal transparent trays stocked
with your code equipment and supplies. The removable trays can be conveniently placed at the bedside, then
transported for exchange without moving the cart. Although requiring less
floor space, the ER2000’s cubic volume
is equivalent to a 5-drawer cart.

Instant access- one touch
breakaway seal opens for
quick response

MPH01W2000
Dimensions
(includes casters, bumper and top)
Overall ..26"W x 32"D x 44.25"H
Open....................43"W x 32"D x 44.25"H
Drawers Trays
(1-4) ....14.7"W x 20.7"D x 2.5"H
(5) ......14.7"W x 20.7"D x 5.5"H
Drawers Bins
(4 each) ..7.5"W x 2.9"D x 2.8"H
(2 each) ..7.2"W x 5.6"D x 2.6"H

We reserve the right to correct any
typographical errors that may
occur within this catalog.

Ergonomic, molded top/handle
accessible from all sides

Call-to-Order
1-800-MEDLINE

Medline Industries, Inc.
One Medline Place
Mundelein, IL 60060-4486

1-800-MEDLINE
www.medline.com
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Cardiac board is a standard accessory and mounts to the back

